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Background 
 Earth Ethics, Inc. received a grant from 

Fish and Wildlife Service to address the 
erosion issues along the bluffs area. 

 Partners on this project include the City of 
Pensacola, the Longleaf Pine Native Plant 
Society, and the Scenic Highway 
Foundation. 

 Other contributors/volunteers include UWF 
and Cooperative Invasive Species 
Management Area (CISMA). 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As the only bluff area in the state of Florida, Pensacola Scenic Bluffs has environmental and historical significance. The project area includes Pensacola Bay Bluffs Park as wellas areas to the north and south of this 42-acre public city park. The Pensacola Scenic Bluffs area has experienced severe erosion which has caused the loss of natural vegetation and species habitat. This project will help stabilize theshoreline and help improve water quality by improving quality of stormwater run-off into Escambia Bay. Oyster breakwaters will also promote sedimentation to allow forestablishment of submerged aquatic vegetation within the project site. There are no seagrasses in the project area.1) Stabilize the bluffs by placing woody material along the bluffs area and planting native species.2) Remove exotic and/or invasive species.3) Plant salt marsh vegetation.4) Construct oyster breakwaters within 10 feet of Mean High Water. Breakwaters will be spatially distributed to allow for flushing, habitat diversity, and navigation.Quarterly monitoring will be conducted on oyster reef spat settlement and species diversity.5) Conduct a series of workshops addressing sedimentation and erosion control methodologies applicable to the coastal plain.Approximately 0.5 miles of bluff shoreline will be restored.The



  Areas of Critical Concern  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The University of West Florida Computer Science program, who has a member who is a certified professional in erosion and sediment control, conducted a site inspection of the 3 critical areas of active erosion. With this information, they were able to create a 3D surface model using exiting LIDAR information from USGS and NOAA websites. The model is used for terrain visualization and estimation of runoff trajectories. A slope stabilization model created identified three critical areas that have been addressed. Project partners and volunteers conducted two field days in which they identified and marked all invasive and/or exotic species in these sections. In addition, a field day was held for the chemical treatment of some invasive and/exotic species in the 3 designated sections. Boundaries for these sections were developed by using the northernmost parking lot (Summit Blvd) and southernmost parking lot (across from the cemetery) as the site area.  The site was further delineated into three parcels, namely from the riparian zone along Scenic Highway down to the water’s edge.  This insured that each parcel had a sea level section and two elevated sections.  Each Section was numbered (1, 2, & 3), and each of the numbered Sections had three Zones; a flattened area close to the water, the sandy mid zone, and followed by the steepest portion of sand and clay outcroppings. Trees were marked to identify ‘Sections’ and ‘Zones’.  Supplies were obtained and kits with chemicals, gloves, signage, etc. were compiled.  



Phase I – Site Inspections, 
Identification & Treatments 

Photo 1 

Photo 2 
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Presentation Notes
Photo 1 – Members of the Longleaf Pine Chapter of the Native Plant Society (LLP-NPS) and Earth Ethics, Inc. scout out the area for the plant identification day.Photo 2 - Steep slopes have been eroding for years due to foot traffic. These areas will be addressed in the erosion control aspect of this project.



Invasive/Exotic Species Identification 

 Tallow 
 Chinese Privet 
 Japanese Climbing Fern 
 Mimosa 
 Chinaberry 
 Camphor 
 Lantana 
 Kudzu 
 Cogon Grass 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are some of the species identified and marked in the three areas of critical concern. Flags and spray paint was used to mark the invasives and exotics.Invasive Species -  invasive species is a species that does not naturally occur in a specific area and whose introduction does or is likely to cause economic or environmental harm or harm to human health. Exotic Species - plant or animal species introduced into an area where they do not occur naturally, non-native species. Difference: Non-native or exotic refers to species that do not naturally occur in an ecosystem. Invasive species are plants or animals that aggressively establish themselves in an ecosystem at the expense of its native species and natural functions. 



  Treatment of Invasive & Exotic Species 

Photo 1 

Photo 2 
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Photo 1:  CISMA Member sprays Japanese Climbing Fern with herbicide.  Site will be closely monitored to make sure no other occurrences are noted.  This highly invasive species has become very dominant in the Escambia County region.Photo 2: CISMA Members and Citizen Volunteers work on moving recently cut invasive trees and using the by-product vegetation to close small trails leading to highly eroded areas.Hand-held sprayers (1-2 quarts, chemical resistant, trigger action pump), surveyor tape and flags, spray paint, Glyphosate 4 and Triclopyr 3 SL. 



Native Species Identified for Planting 
 Andropogon virginicus var.glaucus Chalky Bluestem 
 Schizachyrium maritimum  Coastal Bluestem 
 Pityopsis graminiflora   Silk-leaf Aster 
 Calamintha cocinea   Woodland Basil 
 Callicarpa americana           American Beautyberry

    
 Chrysoma pauciflosculosa  Woody Goldenrod

    
 Cratagus michauxii   Michaux’s Hawthorne 
 Hypericum hypercoides   St. Andrew’s Cross 
 Myrica cerifera    Wax Myrtle 
 Vaccinimu sp.     Blueberry 

 
 Magnolia grandiflora   Southern Magnolia 
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Presentation Notes
Species identified for planting based on the current native species identified on site and soil composition: 



Phase II – Terracing, Fencing, and Planting 

Terracing concept for application to erosional 
issues at Scenic Highway Bluffs Park. 

Newly installed split-rail fencing with ‘Trail 
Closed’ sign.  Note the placement of logs & 
vegetated material in the most eroded areas.  
As rain events occur, this woody material will 
capture loose soils  &  maintain/slow their 
movement.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Partners (Longleaf Pine Native Plant Society [LLP-NPS], Cooperative Invasive Species Management Area (CISMA), and Earth Ethics, Inc.) conducted several site visits to check on non-native & invasive plant species submitted to previous herbicide application. Partners also conducted a pre-erosion site-specific recon of the areas where erosion control measures will be applied and as previously identified. In addition, the partners visited the site via boat to collect off shore depth measurements and determine the bay bottom composition for shoreline stabilization and emergent species plantings.  Earth Ethics, Inc. organized a workday where the last of invasive and non-native species were removed and herbicide application reapplied as needed. Partners also began the process of re-routing trails leading away from high erosion areas to establish the areas for the placement of erosion and stabilization control terracing measures.In late November, Earth Ethics, Inc. enlisted two students from UWFs Environmental Sciences Department met on-site to determine the sediment make-up of the offshore area.  Using a Petite Ponar, the students waded out 100’ offshore (tides was very low and water depth was 2-3’ in depth) and proceeded to drop the Ponar and collect samples.  Three to four grabs were made, and combined in a stainless steel bowl (homogenized) prior to collecting a representative sample for analysis.  This effort was conducted four times at ~0.1 mile intervals – between the areas of outfalls.  The sediment makeup will assist in the design type and make of the reef structure, which will serve to dissipate wave energy.A public workshop (4 February 2012) highlighted numerous other on-going activities within the Bay Bluffs area. Fencing has been placed along Scenic Highway Foundation and within in areas of the bluffs specific to areas of high erosion and previously identified as the sites for terracing and native species planting. Signs were also placed along Scenic Highway and within the project site identifying that this was a restoration project in progress. 



Phase II – Terracing, Fencing, and Planting 

Photo 1 

Photo 2 
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Photo 1: View of another eroded area which has been stabilized using low impact methods and local materials.Photo 2: Plants were received and staged on the upper boardwalk.  Plants were grouped by their species and then equally divided into five groups, so that each site would get a combination of all the plants.Stabilization and Erosion Control MeasuresOnce the fencing was in place, adjacent snags (previously dead trees) and fast growing opportunistic species (Cherry Laurel, Sand Pine, etc.) were cut down and cut into smaller manageable lengths and used to slow the higher areas of erosion.  Branches and logs were placed perpendicularly in obvious gully areas so that loose soils could accumulate behind them and slow the erosion.  Any foliage on the branches would drop and aid the low nutrient environment with needed organic matter.  As time progresses, the woody components would also breakdown, thus adding organics and also holding moisture within its structure.  Fortunately, towards the end of the stabilization portion of this effort the site received a heavy downpour (1.2”) and was followed three days later by another equally heavy downpour (2.3”) which served to move loose soils behind the terracing established several days earlier.Planting Native PlantsNative plants were grown in a local greenhouse from seeds collected from the site in the fall of 2011.  The following table provides an overview of the plant species and total number planted.  These species represent grasses and small woody brush shrubs and scrubs found along this area.



Phase III – Shoreline Planting 
and Oyster Reef Placement 

Intermittent outfalls along Scenic 
Highway Bluffs Park.  The distance 
between outfalls is being examined for 
a potential oyster reef to protect the 
shoreline and improve water quality. 
Using a tape measure, students walked 
out 100’ from the shoreline. 

Students carefully emptied the 
sediments from the Ponar into the 
stainless steel bowl.  
 
Students took the samples back to 
UWF to process them. 
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On Tuesday, 22 November 2011, Megan Coffelt and Lucas Furman, students from UWFs Environmental Sciences Dept met on-site to determine the sediment make-up of the offshore area.  Site selection for this sampling effort was limited to the area between the north and south outfalls (a distance of roughly 0.8 miles), Figure 1.Students were instructed how to properly use the Ponar by their instructor at UWF and had a short refresher course in the field.  Wind direction, site conditions, Global Positioning System (GPS) coordinates, and depth were collected at each sampling point/site.   Two replicate samples were collected at each site.Using a Petite Ponar, the students waded out 100’ offshore (tides was very low and water depth was 2-3’ in depth) and proceeded to drop the Ponar and collect samples.  Three to four grabs were made, combined in a stainless steel bowl with a stainless steel spoon (homogenized) prior to collecting a representative sample of the site for analysis.     This effort was conducted at four stations with ~0.1 mile intervals – between the area of outfalls.  The sediment makeup will assist in the design type and make of the reef structure, which will serve to dissipate wave energy along the shoreline and reintroduce emergent grasses to this area of the Pensacola Bay System.



Phase III – Shoreline Planting 
and Oyster Reef Placement 

Shoreline change 1994-
2010, central location 
Measurements were taken 
from a fixed point to the 
visible shoreline using the 
FDEP Map Direct GIS 
interface using all aerials 
available on the site (1994-
2010). No measurable 
differences were observed 
in the shoreline from 1994-
2007, but there was an 
approximate 3m decrease 
from 2007 to 2010.  
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Presentation Notes
Aerial photographs of the Bluffs for the years 1994 through 2010 were assessed using FDEP’s Map Direct online GIS program. A comparison of images from 2007 and 2010 showed a measurable loss of shoreline ranging from approximately 1.8 meters near the southern boundary to approximately 7.5 meters near the northern boundary. Escambia/Pensacola Bay is a very dynamic location, and it is likely that there have been countless periods of erosion and accumulation in the Bluffs area. Modern impacts to the location include a railroad, stormwater runoff from the Scenic Highway area, drainage projects, and ever increasing foot traffic from the public utilizing the park and beach area. Stabilization with shoreline plantings would help decrease the potential for erosion from these issues.



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Plans for upcoming months 
   

 A permit application will be submitted to the FDEP and 
USACE for the placement of the oyster reef and shoreline 
vegetation. 
 

 Baseline water quality sampling will occur 
 
 Construction of oyster breakwaters  
 
 Planting of shoreline vegetation.  

 
 Monitoring of plants and terracing structures used for 

stabilization efforts will continue. 
 

 Additional planting of native species will occur. 
 

 



Contact Information 
 

Mary Gutierrez, Executive Director 
 Earth Ethics, Inc. 

 850-549-7472 
www.earthethics.us 

 

http://www.earthethics.us/
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